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The consonanl J-tm Q) is not only one of the most prominent diglossic variables but also
an important isogloss that differentiates regional and tribal variants of Arabic' The

relatively large number of dialectal variants ofj demonstrates that the fronting of Semitic
/g/ in Arabic shook the basic stability of the phoneme. A number of cminent scholars,
notably BLANç, CAr.¡rrNEAU, Knve and MnnrNEr, have investigated the historical development of Jln within Classical Arabic. The regional and tribal divcrsification ofj-variants
is increasingly well documented, and interesting patterns of dialect levelling have
emerged. By contrast, little work has been done on synchronic variation resulting from
the internal dynamics of the diffcrent dialects. The first part of this paper, an edited extract
from the author's forthcoming doctoral thesis, is a repon on the present state ofj-variants in Jorclan, as reflectccl in national radio broadca.sts. In the second part, the patterns of
j-variation in Jordan are compared with data for other varieties of Arabic, past and
present. The third part attempts to create a discussion of the diachronical issues raised by
the present analysis.

1. Regional and

tribal variation

The main current dialectal variants of j in Greater Syria are lil (= IPA [3]), a palatoalvcolar voiced fricativc, and tþl (= tdSl), a palato-alveolar affricate' Thc former is
generally associated with the urban vernaculars, the latter with non-urban, i.e. rural and
Bedouin dialects. In Jordan, Iraq and Saudi Arabia all major dialects, including the
sedentary ones, have the affricate. These vernaculars are either Bcdouin-based or Bedou-

inized to a greater or lesser extent.l Other Bedouin variants are palatal
dorso-palatal /g/, dental ld'l and l$l 1= [dz]).

lyl,lS'/ (b'D'

Table l. Regional and socio-cultural distribution of ,Iin¡-variants in Greatcr Syria and the
Peninsula.2

I
2

MrrcHELl-. Arabic II, 18.
Thi, rable is based upon the following studies: BANt-YA.slN &

OWEN.S' Phonology 298; BANIyAStN & OWENS, Bcluut2O2;Cn¡qnNinU, Étutles I25-25; CANTINEAU, Études Il 137: GARBELL.
6.
Remarks 323: GRO'IZFELD, Arabisch 174; PALVA, Bulgãv,i IJII passirn; PALVA, Classifìcation

? fn., l0; PALVA, Huwey!ãt ll6; PALVA. E!-Kerak227;PltLVÁ.,Buni $axar

lll;

PRocllAz-

KA, Dialecrs l5-16; ROSENHOUSE, Bedouin Arabic ttialects, appendix table 5.1.: ROSENHOUSE'
Analysis l7; STEWART, Texrs passim¡ SABUNI, Laut 2l; YRI-nAHO, Texts passim. The datn for the
nU a*-Simal ribcs are based upon CANTINEÂU. Études, and.wn observations.
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primøry variant

Dialect

secondary variant(s)

Urban dialects
Hama

(Muslim)

Aleppo

å

(Christian)

Jerusalem
Damascus

à (+contextual)
å (Muslim) (+initial)
f (Muslim?) (+initial)

Mecca

Othcrs

Rural

diolects

Galilee
Jerusalem Plain
Damascus Plain
Central Syria

t
! ? Muslim) (+initial)
! ? (+initial)

z
¿

g (regressive)
z
ð (regresive)

[¿banon
Palmyra
Suxne
Others

Z

þrogressive)

É

c

g

È

z

Bedouin diolects
Ahl aí-õimã|3

!

Anazi4
Bani gaxar
Negev
Galilee

gt
Êts'

r.

É

Sinai

E

z
z

y (regressi ve) gYld' (artistic)

(progrcssive)

ü(K?)

!

É

Najd
Hrjaz
SouthemJordan

Élg'
È

g

K=

? = pr€sent status unclear
+contextuål

=

(Al-Fayiz)

koine

+initial

contextual varialion

=

in initial position

The distribution is not entirely clear-cut, nor sufficiently documented for all regions.
Under influence from the urban centres, lLl is at any rate steadily gaining ground,
especially among the rural population of central Syria and the Bedouin of North Israel.5
The town-dwellers of northern Syria share affricate /[/ with the peasants and sheeprearing Bedouins of the area.6
The current state of /p/ in Jerusalcm and the sumounding plains is unknown. In the
first decades of this century, the Christian communities generally featured /Z/ and the
Muslim conrmunities /!/, whereas by the late ñfties /!/ was clearly in the process of
disappearing-Garbell reports that the affricate is in use among older Muslims, but only

word-inilially.7
3

The sheep-rearing tribes as-Sirl¡an, as-sardiyyc and al-Tlça in Norrh Jonlan, the ñrst two of which are
menlioned by CANTINDAU and classifierl as B-C dialects (Études 137). The data wcre collected from

inquiriesandrccordingsmadcbythepresentauthorin l9tt5.Thevariant/y/isalsofoundinsouthern
lraq, up to about al-Batha on the Euphrates and l(ar¡¡ on the T¡gris, in thc Gulf litoral antl much of
Khuzislan, as well ¡s the isolated case of the interior part of the al-flau¡a area soulh of Riyadh
(INCHAM, Dialecrs 35).
4

Based uptrn recordings made among the R,wala

5

GROTT-FDLD, Arabisch I 74.

6

LEwlN, Hama *34a. LEWIN transcribes

?

BERCSTR^SSER, Sprachatlas 176-177; BROCKELMANN, Grundriß 123; DRIVER, Cranrmar 5
GARBELL, Rc¡narks 323.

[!l

in Ar-Ruuayiir/, Jordan

19t35-

with the corresponding Turkish graphemc c.

fn. l;
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In several Syro-Palestinian dialects l! and lgl occur as marginal variants. The occurrence of the latter is, however, lexically constrained.S

2. Variation within the High Arabic system
The first surviving reference to the pronunciation of i is found in al'Kitãb. Sibawayh
(d.7g3) places Jîm in the middle paft of the hard palate together with Yã? and J¡¿.s It
is not altogether clear which sound is meant. Like the eight stops, the laterals and the
nasals, Jîm is iadîd,'tight' , meaning that the articulators are in full contact before being
separated, in contrast with the fricatives, which are n.rw 'lose'. It can therefore not be
identical with li,l. This leaves two candidates, viz., palato-alveolar l$l and palatal lg!1,
which combines features of a fronted g and an off-glide in the form of y (=Eil).10
W'hereas a few modern linguists such as ALNAsstR are proponents of /$/, most scholars,
including CANnNEIU, FLEISCH, BLANC, MnCHeU. and ROVIN argue for /gvl.ll It remains

unclear whether on this point Sibawayh's phonetics is prescriptive or descriptive.
Sibawayh knew and dissaproved of other pronunciations, viz., lhe Jim which is like
ti'l or /!/, possibly both.l2 At any
and the "/in which is like .lin
lgt
Q,ãÍ (q)

-

the
rate,25O years later the standard pronunciation was clearly a palato-alveolar /t/
j-variant
the
of
description
anatomically skilled lbn Sîna gives a detailed and distinct
which is still considered to be most 'Classical' and normative, not only by a majority of
Arabs, but by Western linguists in general, Their case rests not only upon the historical
evidence but upon living tradition, as formalized in the art of reciting the Koran, tøiw-td.
Most professional Koran reciters, it seems, tead lll and only ftl fori, which in most
cases means they substitute the affricate for their basilectal variant't3 It is generally
assumed that this behaviour reflects the linguistic tradition as practised at the al-Azhar
University and other institutes of Islamic learning. This tenet is not, however, supported
by any concrete evidence<n the contrary, primary sources indicate that palatal lgvl - lül

remains the normative pronunciation for j in the canonic traditions Haf!, Qalùn, Wari
and ad-Dúri. As illustrated by the anatomical figures in llaqq at-tilõwa, a modern
tajwîd manual published in Amman 1393 4.H., the normative pronunciation of ,/i¡n is
deñnitely palatal like Yti?, not palato-alveolar like S¡¿.14 The present author has also
had the privilege of consulting Sheykh Mohamad YRroust from Damascus, who reports
that in the Syrian capital Koran students are specifically instructed in avoiding palatoalveolar pronunciation in favor of a palatal fricative td'l - l1'l.ts It is difficult to

I
I

Cf. FgncusoN, Syrian Arabic I14.

I

0

I

I

l2
l3
l4

Sibawayh, Kitab 453:8.
In Arabic linguistics palatal /gvl (=IPA

Fl) is variably described as a plosive or an alfricate. since
al the hard palate inevitably involves its passing
place
ofocclusion
a
tongue
from
separation of the
thiough the position for the palatal semi-vowel Ül (=E4.MlTClIELL' Arabic I 51 &1142.
Knyg, who attempts to prove that this phoneme was already pronounced ¡s a fricative in carly
Arabiyya bypasses Sibawayh altogethcr. KAYE låüml 34'
Sibawayh, Kitab 452: 14.

cf. KRve' ttäml 36 fn. I l; MITcHELL, Arabic Il 18.
ÎU!rãn,gaqql92. îU¡manprimaryreferstothetraditionofHafd,mainlypractisedinSyria,
Levant and Egypt, but compares with the three othcr major schools whenever differences occur-

lhe
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determine how the aforementioned conception of lþl as the normative variant

ofj

has

come about, but two possible sources of error suggest themselves.
Firstly, it cannot be ruled out that the majority of professional Koran readers actually
use ft/ and not /gvl in violation of the established rules. /!/ is, at any rate, the pronun-

ciation of Sheykh Muþammad XalIl al-Huçarî and Sheykh .Abd al-Bãsit .Abd aç$ammãd, both distinguished reciters from al-Azhar. For native speakers of urban
vernaculars both [dS] and $l are foreign sounds, the acquisition and systematic u.se of
which demand constant drill and practice. Nevertheless, palato-alveolar [ds] is more
familiar and easier to produce since it may be analysed as a cluster ldil or /di/ through
regressive voice-assimilation. Palatal S.l does not, on the contrary, fit into the phonetic
system ofthe vernacular since it cannot be broken up into smaller components.
Secondly, Arabic audiences and investigators alike may very well perceive lþl as /gv/
because that is what they expect to hear. The sound quality ofrecorded Koran recitations

is often extremely low. When listening to a tape recording of Sheykh lAn¡ar Musallam
from Egypt, the author was in fact unable to distinguish any other quality inj than voice
and affrication of some kind. In live performances, the combined effect of inferior
technical equipment and extremely high volume similarly distort the sound quality to such
an extent that fìne phonetic distinctions are lost. In this situation even the keenest and
most scrupulous observer may resort to guesswork.
Even in the most formal contexts educated urban speakers are remarkable faithful to
their nativc dialectal stereotype. The palato-alveolar fricative lil is considered to be an

acceptable approximation of j forMSA use in all areas in which this voiced fricative
constitutes the predominant or most prestigious dialectal variant. Likewise accepted is the

Cairene plosive /g/. Interestingly, however, many Egyptians who have not received
specialized linguistic training of the kind offered at al-Azhar use lí¿l in contexts which
de¡nand a distinctly literary style.16 Historically this 'superformal' variant of Educatecl
Egyptian A¡abic is most probably a pseudo-conection of the same type as the substitution
of sibila¡rts for CA interdentals. On the synchronic level, however, lLl carries more
prestige than /$/ in many parts of the Arab wodd. This phenomenon is particularly noticcable in North Africa. In Morocco, for instance, /!/ is frequently scorned as affected.lT
Moreover, Algerians regularly substitute li./ for their nativc /É/ in conversation with
.speakers of other North African dialects.ls
In Jordanian broadcasting, rural speakers display a similar though considerably
weaker tendency in verbal interaction of any kind with urban speakers, whether using HA
(= CA & MSA) or ESA. In a previous study the present author demonstrates that with
most speakers deviation from the dialectal stereotype generally does not exceed 2OVo and
that at lcast half of the observed variation was phonemically conditioned.le Affricate

l5
|

|

6 Mtrc:rtrLL, Arabic II lB.
7 FonKnl, situation 6l

l8
I

Shcykh YAKOUBI is presently conducling undergraduate srudies at the Dept. ofOrientnl languages at
the University of Gothenburg.

9

.

TnLuouot, siruarion l l?.
JÏm-variation in Jonlanian Broadcasting Arabic, presented in fulñllment of the rcquirements for the
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pronunciation is, however, in general successfully avoided by all female migrants, who,
contrary to males, readily adopt the speech patterns of their urban compatriots.
In other words, in the whote Arab world, all but a very limited number of highly
educated and specialized individuals regard the prestige variant ofthe region in question
as the correct pronunciation for formal educated speech, but /f/ is primus inler pares. In
societies of Bedouin-based speech such as Jordan male speakers are more loyal to the
local stereotype, which is nevertheless steadily losing ground.

3. The problem
Surprisingly, a totally different description of i-variation in Jordan is offered by
K¡N¡rnl, who reports that both male and female urban speakers decrease the frequency
of tilto a remarkable degree in the higher styles.zoIn the reading and word-list styles the
fricative is reported to be virtually non-occurrent.2l Although Knxnrn¡ partly relies upon
unspecified broadcast transcripts collected about the same time as the material underlying
this study and of roughly the same proportions, neither his conclusions on this poittt nor
the statistics he presents tally with the data collected by the present author.22 In fact,
though individual grammars may differ considerably from one other, no clear connection
between j-variation and stylistic formality could be discerned.
The aforementioned contradictions motivated a critical re-examination of the author's
data and a careful comparison with the source material of K¡unrnl, as well as a tborough
consultation ofthree other sources overlooked in both studies: (i) the plethora ofdetailed
'periphestudies and texts available today for most contemporary dialect areas, especially
taiwldliteînfine
including
tradition,
(ii)
grammatical
Arabic
ral' vernaculars like Maltese;
and; (iii) descriptions of conditioned variation in other Semitic languages. An expansion
of the existing data base with items collected from previously untranscribed recordings
enabled the author to test and confirm a number of hypotheses about the basic stability of
the differentj-variants in the region and their interrelation.
tlegree
1992.

of Licenciate in Philosophy, Departmcnt of oriental Languages, university of Gothcnburg,

20 Th"

2l
22

presenl ¡uthor received KANAKRI's Style, a broad dissertational study of style variation in
Jordan, shortly bcfore the submission of his own licenciate thesis'

K,\NAxnl, style l87-191.
upon
Th" primary <lala source for this study is a broad phonemic transcript of ó0'ffi0 words based
of
the
Jordani¡n
broadcasls
radio
the
internâl
frorn
spcech
of
continuous
some seventcen hours
was uscd in the
Broadcasting Corpor¡tion recortled in l98l and 1986, Roughly ?596 of this material
hours of
thirleen
another
from
were
adduccd
Jîn
conla¡ning
iterns
licenciate thesis. tn addition, all
programme types
ratlio tliscourse recorded at the same time but not included in the 1992 study. Most
rcpresented in
proportionally
period
are
this
during
cornpany
Broadcasting
thc Jordanian
prcsented by-Fo,
this reason, the bulk ofihe matcrial consists of lext-based discourse- Included are disih" .orpu..
.ourr"ìyp", not previously studied, such as wealher forecasls, timetables, official co¡n¡nuniqués and
p"r*nnui r"rrogòr. Interviews constitute approximately 30% and include samples from all editorial
affairs and sports &
secti.rns: culturã, family affain, news, rural affairs & agricullure, religion, social

youth. l40speakersparticipate, about25goof whomarefemnle.AboutS0Toof thespeakerscoul<Jbe
rcsiidentifìed with regard to strcio-cultural origin-rural, Bedouin, nomadic or senri-nornadic-antl
of
the
2/3
than
More
the
speakers.
half
roughly
for
was
established
tlcnce. The educational lcvel
itlenlificd in¿ividunls have a ruial background, whereas only six claim Bedouin origin.
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4. Internal variation
Three different variants

ofi

occur in the roughly 30 hour radio discourse: indigenous /g/

liJ, and cairene lgl.23 By contrast, the va¡iants lgvl,ldi/

and lyl did not occur in any
context, including the reading ofvernacular poetry and proverbs.
Quite often lùl and ft/ co-occur with the same individual and in the same piece of discourse. Excluding dialect levelling, exchange ofbasilectal variants, and marginal lexical
and,

conditioning, the following basic types of variation were found to occur:
l) with speakers of (rural and Bedouin) !-dialects: (i) progressive dissimilation, for
example, fla3mata l-lula'ma:î] 'the ulema consent' and (ii) regressive assimilation, for
example [5a'ãi:1¡'courageous'
2) with speakers of (urban or urbanized) Í-dialects; (i) dissimilation of the first7 in a
word-medial (or in vernacular items word-initial) geminate, for example [had3:i] 'hajji,,

and (ii) retention/restitution of initial, mostly accented Jlm, for example [d3a:misat
yarmu:kl'Yarmouk University.'
Individual speakers may possess two or several grammars for,/im-productions,
which he or she applies in different contexts, and it is not always possible to determine

the basilectal variant. For this reason a basic distinction is made between
!-speakers and
í-speakers. Individuals who mainly or exclusively use ft/ between vowels are called jspeakers regardless of whether their native variety of Arabic is a !-dialect or a ídiulect. Conversely, individuals who mainly or exclusively have liJ in this environment
are called à-speakers. If a speaker consistently uses only one of the two variants he or
she is classified as either an invariable j-speaker or an invariable ã-speaker. Otherwise,
this individual is called a variable f-speaker or a variable /-speaker. However, since the

relative frequency of certain words or phrases may be the determinant of the phonological
change occurring in them, the classification of an individual is not allowed to depend

upon e few frequently occurring identical words. In such isolated cases classification
rcfers to the native dialectal stereotype.

4,LL Combinatory variation

-

Jordan

In Cours Cn¡¡r'¡ur,nu ref'ers to the Syro-Palestinian dialects investigated by himself',
BauuR, BsRcsrnri.sscn, BnnrHslÉ,vv and others but does not mention internal variation.z4 Practically the only description of combinatory j-variation for any dialect in the
region is found in the phonological study by BnNt-Yesl¡.¡ and Owarus of the Northern
Jordanian rural dialect spokcn in Kufr al-Ma?. In this dialect the affricates $l and /ð,/ tend

'to become simple fricatives before another consonant, particulary alveolar/dental

ones.'25
The aforementioned rule is regularly applied in the present corpus, but not by all rural

or semi-nomadic speakers. Furthermore, the change É>L occurs regularly in the ad23 An Egyprian male speakcr whose predominantj-variant is
the native clialectal stereotype /g/, bur who

possesses /Z/ as a marginal phoneme in non-,/trabic loans, was not included in thc present study.

24 Srr.l¡", of

ìrry'esl

Arabian dialecls are generally more dclailed with regard lo ./in¡ than studies of East

Arabian dialects.

25 B¡tru.YrtstN &

OwENS, Phonology 301.
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jacency ofcertain consonantsr but hardly ever in the adjacency of others.
Affricate pronunciation with urban speakers similarly seems'linguistically structured.
Since in most cases /$/ occurred word-initially in accented syllables, positional conditioning of some kind seemed likely from the start, but phonemic conditioning could not
be ruled out since about half of the time the preceding syllable ended in lnl or lll, For this
reason the decision was made to isolate all occurrences of Jim immediately preceding or

following a consonant and analyze them separately from instances of the variable occurring in

a

vocalic environment or post-pausally.

4.1.1.1. Changes that affect lþl
The collected data indicate that individuals who possess [S] as an allophone of [dS] more
or less consistently use the fricative before dental stops, except in deliberately slow
speech. Affricates are complex sounds, since they combine initial plosion with friction,

and in imported items speakers of ä-dialects may even perceive the two elements as
separate but sequential consonants,26 When /!/ precedes ltl or ldl a cluster is formed
which includes a dental plosive, a palato-alveolar fricative and another dental plosive'
This not easily pronounceable group can be dissolved by insertion of an extra-short
anaptyctic vowel. The cluster can, however, equally well be dissolved by elimination of
the first, redundant plosive component of lþ1, or by backing of the phoneme to a palatal
plosive lgl or /grl.27 As will be demonstrated, the three alternatives are used in geographically diverse Arabic dialects, but only the first two changes were heard in Jordanian
broadcasting. As a rule, dissimilation of /!/ is accompanied by devoicing. However,
whereas voice assimilation seems to be a language universal, there are strong indications
that dissimilation preceding stops is not an inherent feature of all rural and Bedouin
dialects, at least not in Jordan. Palva does not mention any variation between lþl and lil in
nomadic or semi-nomadic dialects in central and northern Jordan, and the poems and
nanatives recorded by the present author in Bedouin communities in Northern Jordan and

in the semi-nomadic rural town of Al-Fhës inthe Balqa? district similarly contain no
instances of /Z/, either conditioned or unconditioned. By contrast, speakers of rural, semi-

nomadic and nomadic dialects alike display a strong tendency to deaffricatizei preceding
stops in the broadcasting context. Residence seems to be of little importance since at least
in Northern Jordan the change is equally frequent with urban and non-urban residents.
The speakers in question are, however, likely to have extensive contact with speakers of
urban dialects, being reporters and civil servants. Assimilation is therefore likely to be a
feature developed in contact with urban dialects and as such it constitutcs the first stage of
a phonemic change

lroml!/

to

lil.

Regressive assimilation is less common preceding the apico-dentals /l/ and /n/ than
preceding dental stops because less similarity occurs. Preceding the apical tremulant /r/ the
frequency of fricative pronunciation is considerably much lowcr-not even25Vo. Fout
precedingdentals do not exhibit any change preceding alveolars.
Possibly the preceding vowel exercises some constraint upon de-affricatization' One
speakers who have

liJ

26 HgmH, Affricate.s 133.
27 BnnvultlN, Consonant

197-t98.
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l$l in sajn'imprisonment' btJt lr,l in two occurrences of sifn 'priSon'.
Similarly another speaker produces lfl in tajrí'he performs' blt li,l in mujrayã'measures'. These and a few other instances suggest a possible connection between affricate
speaker produces

pronunciation and open vowels and between fricative pronunciation and close vowels.
The combinations jå and and / are rather rare, whereas 7m is fairly common.
Nevertheless, the frequency of assimilation is roughly 507o with all th¡ee. Here also there
seems to be a tendency for ftl to be preceded by open vowels: /hagom/ 'capacity' and

/n$fú'tr€mor'.
When the plosive element is not eliminated preceding the aforementioned anterior
consonants, a transitory high central vowel is normally inserted: ['äd3amäl] 'more beauti-

ful'.28
Two newscasters and repofers display a particularly strong tendency to de-affricatize
j following the palato-alveolar fricative lsl in the same item-masjid 'mosque'
[maz3id]. By contrast, a third speaker, an academic writer, manages to suppress the assimilation all but once in the same item. IVith another 6 speakers the combination /st/ in
fasjíl 'recorded' is unaffected.
Accommodation of

j

to.í may occur even when the t\¡vo consonantal elements

are

not in direct contact but separated by an intervening vowel: one $-speaker uses both
va¡iants once in íajif 'valiant'.
A few well represented j-speaking newscasters repeatedly pronounce j as a
fricative following lateral lrl in one particular item al-?arjentin'the Argentine', whereas
all other $-speakers retain the affricate in this and other lexemes, Since the point of
articulation for /r/ is close to that of /s/ and /5/ progressive assimilation by dissimilation is
possible. However, /rZ./ is more likely to be associated with this particular lexical item
because of its foreign origin.

Variable j-speakers with entirely or almost entirely phonemically determined variation do not have /ã/ following /w, m, t, n or l/, but those speakers who regularly use the
fricative between vowels do use it after these consonants as well. Of these environments,
a preceding /w/ is the most common with lil. Both j-variants co-occur in the same utterance produced by a male rural inhabitant: /wara'däna wated 'gmi # ib'mawZab 'kutub
# u 'maw$ab Si'fãhi/ 'They promised us officially, with a written promise and an oral
promise'. A fellow-villager, however, repeatedly uses the same lexeme with /fl despite a
strong tendency to produce lil preceding dental and alveolar consonants. lMith the first
mentioned villager, the change is brought about by lax articulation
- the two first
segments are produced in emotional, rapid speech, whereafter the speaker pauses briefly
and slows down.
Marginal variation was found to occur with both urban and rural speakers following
post-palatal, pharyngal and palatal fricatives. These environments are therefore not
believed to have any direct influence upon the pronunciation ofj. The phonemej was not
found preceding any of the phonemes /t, d, L d, {, s, 5, q, k, w, y, x, g or ly'. Neither was
it foundfollowing any phoneme in the series /t, d, d, Z, B, h, t¡l. ,/ following /y/ is a rare
combination and only occurs across word boundaries,

28 cf.

Ilr¡cHrtt'¿, Characteristics 27?
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With several speakers of rural origin the frequent occunence of /L/ seems only in part
to be linguistically structured, and in a number of cases it is impossible to determine
which is the main variant.

4.1.L2. Changes that

ffict

läl

Roughly half the ã-speakers dissimilate the first Jím of a geminate pair by affricatization. The initial plosive element is frequently weaker than it is with i-spcakers' Prepausally, however, even geminated j is weakly articulated and partly devoiced by
speakers of both categories. Dissimilation occurs marginally in words containing two
instances ofj separated by a vowel: libriÉãil'pretext"
Immediately following dental stops in rapid mildly formal to formal speech, /Z/ is
most oftcn indistinguishable from ft/ since å-speakers and f-speakers alike realize the
(f;
sequence as if it were a geminated affricate; hence [bid'd3a:waz] for bitjaawaz 'it
exceeds, (cA yatajãwaz).2g This is most common within words, but may also occur
across word boundaries: for instance ltarakad'dsurhan] for tarakal iurþan'it left a
wound,. The voicing of /t/ precedi ngJlm was also found in Christian Aleppine texts.3o
The inhabitants of Shim in the tæbanese Shouf mountains seems to vary-Fmlsgg's texts
contain both /kaanat itåarreb/ 'she tried' and /dãaruhaw/ 'they rcceived numerous
wounds'. A number of urban ã-dialects, including Damascene, feature total regressive
assimilation of M ¡o til: lllawwizl'he got married' (CA taiawwaz)'3l
When conducting formal interviews or reading texts most variable ã-speakers exhibit a strong tendency towards [dS] following /n/' The change is found almost exclttsively word-initially after a proclitic rnin'from', orîan'ollabout' or a nominal form
with nunation. In most sedentafy dialects, the occurrence of any cluster consisting of a
nasal resonant and a following continuant (fricative or liquid) across word boundarics
present
leads to a total regressive assimilation in all but the most deliberate speech. In the
conversation:
casual
in
staged
corpus complete regressive assimilation only occurs

The rare occurrence of this change
[mi3,3ama:1a] for min jamãîa'of a community'.
frequent occurence of [nd3] across
The
styles.
in
higher
accepted
indicates that it is not
as /n+dfl and not as /n+!/. If this
analysed
morpheme boundaries might actually be
interpretation is corrcct, educated urban Palestinians and Jordanians possess an epenthesis
rule, the specific purpose of which is to prevent perceived colloquialisms such as [miS'Sama:ral. The insertion of a transitional [d] would be facilitated by the fact that it homorganic with both surrounding elements and âgrees with them in voice. The latter feature

would also explain why one hears [rnin'dgama:1a] but not hypothetical pseudo-corect
/min Sa?n/ dito'
[min'tJa:n] as a hybrid of vernacular /mi'Sã¡r/ 'because of' and HA
and historical
'undeilying
where
Arabic,
in
Cypriot
Epenthesis rules of this kind operate
(fricative
or liquid) arc
continuant
clusters consisting ofa nasal resonant and a following
subject to a rule of epenthesis introducing a transitional stop segment homorganic with the

29

(BERGSTRÃSSFR' Dialekt
According ro BERCSTRÄSSER, voicing of r is mandatory in Damascus
42r.

30

BEHIlsTgpr, Christlich-Aleppinische Texte 66.

3

I

Atr¿sRos, Damascus

14.

Also Tripolis (ELFITOURY, Grammar 24)'
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preceding nasal, but agreeing in voicing with the following continuant', so for instance
ms

->

mps, nå

->

ndZ and nð

->

nti.32

Following the / of the article, roughly one third of the urban speakers consistently
retun /i,1, one third regularly replace it with ft/, and one third replace it occasionally. The
cluster /j was also found in prepausal position but is here pronounced llsl:. ltali/ 'sno\ry'.
Epenthesis across morpheme boundaries could again be suspected
not only does the
cluster /+¡ which occurs in nouns defined by the prefigated article, regularly lead to
total regressive assimilation in sedentary vernaculars in the area, i.e. /+j->j+j, but
the lateral liquid /l/ is frequently nasalized in Arabic, especially in tajwid. However,
distinct nasalization only occurs with two individuals, none of whom are urban speakers.
The quality of j was not found to be affected by a preceding bilabial nasal /m./.
Hence, if the initial plosion in j following lnl and |ll is indeed an epenthetic element, and
not an integral part of the phoneme, it is determined by the articulatory position of the
preceding consonânt, not by nasality.

No å-speaker was observed to use the affricate in environments in which f-speakers regularly produce the fricative, except for marginal occurrence of lwþl with three
individuals who are first or second generation migrants from rural Palestine.

.2. Combinatory vc¿riation in contemporctry non-J ordanian dialects
Whereas voice assimilation has been attested in most Arabic dialects on both the diachronic and synchronic lcvcls, regressive dissimilation of affricates before other con4. I

sonants is scldom mentioned. Both changes occur regularly before dental stops in the fdialects of urban centres such as Baghdad, Aleppo and Algiers, but also in the rural
dialect of Cherchell (Algelia) and in dialcctal Maltese.33
Dissimilation preceding apico-dental lll and lnl has been attested among the Muslims
of Aleppo.3a Other j-dialects dissimilate the phoneme by changing the place of articulation and in the proccss rcducing or completely eliminating the friction. Both in Meccan
speech and the dialect of Qift in Upper Egypt lgvl is found to occur beforc /l/. Whereas the
inhabitants of Mecca also use this variant prcccding /n/ and lzl, i¡ is unclear if this
environment tliggers change in Qifl.35 Preceding /1, r, n and m/-liquids and nasalsthe western Delta dialects in Egypt regularly reduce the fricative clement, leaving /d/.36
Contemporary Meccan speech is of special interest since the dialect possesses three

allophones ofj with complementary clistribution-[3], [ds], Bl-and a fourth variant [y]
in rapid speech, [d3] occurs initially in the syllable, in word-final position, and preceding
the voiceless fricatives lhl, ht,/s/ and lfl.37 ll is also the pronunciation occurring before
3

2 cf. BoRc.

Arabic 23.

33 Bnnvu¡¡¡N,

Change 197; SABUNI, Laur
AQtJlt-lNA/lSSERLlN, Survcy I 29.

2ll

CoHEN, Juifs ?9; GRAND'HENRY, Chcrchcll 39;

34

sauur.¡r, L¡ut 21.
3'5 ttlCllrttø, Characleristics 277-27gi NISHIO, Dialcct 27. The only item listed by NISHIO in which the
clustcrln occurs, is hjnabi'îoreigner', a CA loan. It can therelbre nol be ruled out that [jn] occurs
in othcr, nrore dialectal words.

3ó Bnnnsmot/worDrcn, Dialekrc I 70.
37 Th" notation [d3l would be more su¡table

since the sound is clescribed as 'a voicecl palato-alveolar
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and lwl, but the consonants are separated by a transient

high central vowel. Before the plosives lbt, tdt and ttl either the epenthetic vowel is
inserted, or j is dissimilated by elimination of the initial plosion leaving [g]. Before the
dentals lll,lz,l and/n/, j is pronounced É1.38 ln rapid or informal speech word initial
[ds] alternates with [y].3e
Frequent affricative pronunciation of geminated j was a salient feature of rural
dialects around Jerusalem at the time of BnueR's and BencsrnÄsseR's investigations.4o
Also, geminated j is pronounced as a surface affricate in several Moroccan ã-dialects,
for instance the urban vernacula¡s ofTangiers and Tetuan and the dialect ofthe nomadic
tribes in the Jabal mountains.4t
Several Arabic dialects display a distinct instâbility ofj following or preceding /z/,
/V and /5/, regardless ofwhether the consonants are in direct contact or not. Sequential.í
and j seem to be a particularly unstable combination. It is not necessarily j which is dis-

similated-the dialects of Chad and Nigeria, for instance, sporadically replace lP/by ldl in
Jajar 'trees'.42 Syrians and Egyptians frequently replace l5l by lsl in all derivates of .í-

j-r

j-j-î,

iajjaî 'he encouraged' in Syria.a3 In isolated
by lzl-4rolzfeld reports that the villagers of Deyr alAhmar in the Lebanese Biqdr have a curious reflex of i- /z/ 'possibly only in words
which also contain z or s'.4 The proven instability of j in the vicinity of sibilants may
also explain the peculiar form /masiid/ for HA masiid'mosque' which was criticized as
a 'vulgar' pronunciationby Al-Jawãlîqî, and which is curently found in the Persian
Gulf, the Hijaz, Sudan and North Africa.a5 It is reasonable to assume that the relative
frequency of the word for mosque is the determinant of the observed changes. HA
masjìd has an exceptionally high frequency compared to other lexemes in which a
radical j follows a radical s. Roots with sequential radicals s and i are fairly uncomand of

cases

lilmay

for instance sajjaf for

also be replaced

mon in all forms of Arabic, and direct contact between the two consonants is even less
common, occurring mostly in HA words of the patterns mq,......'., and ta..'....../
ta.,,,..,,.iya. The fairly cornmon wordtasiîl 'recording'did not the share the fate of
plosive with slight affrication'. INCHAM, Characteristics 277.

8 ¡NGHAU describes the sound as an unreleased voiced palatal plosivc. See, however, th. 2.
39
INcH¡¡t¿, Cha¡acteristics 2'17 -279.
40 BsncsTRÄssER, Sprachatlas I 85. See also BAUER, Arabisch 2'
41 AsAo, Tunger 7; HEATH, Affricates 133; LEVI-PROVENCAL, L'Ouargha 19.
42 OweNS, Chad 47. Compare with Zamarsari's report of ßiyra/ for iajaru in vulgar Meccan: wa-.ííiyarah hi kasr ai-íln ... yaqra? bi-hã h¿rãharu Makkah wa stidãnu-hõ (Zamax$ari, Kaílãflan
3

I

taqã?iq (awamid a!-tanzí\. Ed. M. Ahmad. Cairo 1946. Quoted in SCHUB' Topics I l5).
4

3

44

45

BRntHg¡-eMy, Dictionnaire 334; BEHNSTEDT/JASTROW, Ägyptisch-arabische Dialekten

Iv

t08'109.

GnOfZpELD, Untersuchungen 49 (translation from the German by the present author).
Al-Jawãliqi, Mawhäb ibn Ahmad, Xa¡a? at-îawãmm, Ed. H. Derenbourg, Morgcnländische Fc¡r-

schungen. Festschrift für Heinrich Leberecltt Fleischer. Leipzig 1875, 145-146. llnfortunately,
rhis work was not ¡vailable to the presenl author. BROCKELMANN, Grundriß 123; JOHNSTONE'
Sound change 233; TOLL, Notes I l. FERCUSON, following M. GHUL, argues that /masiid/ derives
from an old South Arabic word of the root s-rv-d, but in that casc the plural form in all dialects in
quesrion would have to be (masãyid/, not /masalid/ as is thc Gãmid¡ dialect of the Hijaz. M.
CHUL's Ph.D. thesis Early South Arabian languages and Classical Arabic stn¿rces. (Univ. olLondon I 962) was unfortunately not available to the present author.
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masjidæcatuse of its relatively recent introduction into everyday speech.
One should be careful in assessing the influence of open and close vowels respectively upon /$/, partly because a quantitative analysis has yet to be done, and partly because MltcHeu.'s analysis of Kuwaiti Arabic in part contradicts the preliminary conclu-

sions of the present study. In Kuwait the proximity of close vowels generally accompanies the dominant variant /!/, while open vowels seem to attract the semi-vowel /y/,
giving pairs like /yalad/ 'he whipped' and /yi!lid/ 'he whips'. The Kuwaiti dialects also
provide counter-evidence of lyl with closed vowels, but these items all contain the labial
consonants /bl,

fil

and lmt.a6

4.1.3. Combinatory variation
- the grammatical tradition
Fricative pronunciation of j before dental stops was known to the mediaeval Arab
grammarians, but clearly disapproved of. Sibawayh uses the word?ajdar'more worthy'
as an example of the stigmatized ,Iim which is like ,Sir.4? Al-Jawõlíqi similarly de-

tajtarru'it chews the cud'.48 In both cases it is presumably the
place of a¡ticulation in j which is criticized, not the elimination of the initial plosive
element, nor the de-voicing. By contrast, Sibawayh does not object to assimilation of
nounces /ta5tarru/ for

word-final

j

to a following sibilant as in /axri5-ðabalan/ for Taxrij iaba¡an 'expel

Shabath'.ae

Fronting of geminated j to a palato-alveolar position is one of the pitfalls about
which tajwîd students are explictly warned: 'Also if it is geminated, like 'al-hajj, latahãjjännî, and þãja', especially: 'lajjI', and 'yuwajjih' because if the homorganity of Ya? and
the inaudibility (literal translation: hiddenness) of Ha? .s0

4.2. Non-combinatory mechanical conditioning
Even when all instances of word-initial /!/ possibly conditioned by the terminating
consonant of the previous word were excluded, the bulk of the remaining j-occunences

with the ä-speakers of this corpus were found in initial position. Moreover, speakers
who did exhibit positional variation hardly ever used /ã/ post-pausally.
Several scholars who were particularly skilled in fuabic phonology reported peculiar

behaviour of dialectalj in initial position. BERcsrRÄssEn found that, excepting lexical
loans, the villagers around Jerusalem only produced

{/

initially

as an allophone of

lÍ,|-he

also noted that ã-dialects frequently had double length for ti,l in¡he same position.sl
GnneeLL likewise observes word-initial /g/ with elderly Muslims in Jerusalem itself.s2

46 MttcHeLl-, Pronouncing Arabic II 19.
47 siba*ayh, Kitãb 47?:21.
48 Al-Jawdliqi, XaE?, cired by KAYE /ziim/
49 sibawayh, Kitãb462:5.

45.

50 sUlman,Hagq 120.
5

I

,Nach Bauer ist bei den Fetlachen dcr Umgebung von Jerusalem {/ nur im Anlaut und in der verdoppelung deutlich, (...) Neu entstandene /!/ ist auch im ã-Cebiet erhalten gebliebcn, (...); vielfach
scheint, daß d eine Spur hinterlassen zu haben in der Verdoppelung des ersten I auch ohne Artikel.>
lBnnOsrnÄSseR, Spracharlas 185). Cf. BAUER, Arabisch 2.

52 c¡Rgg¡-L,

Remarks 323.
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The present author has also been told that the older generation in Damascus more or less
always pronounce j as an affricate if it is in word-initial position,53 A parallel situation
is found in Morocco-In LsvI-PnovENcAL's word list for the Í-dialect of the nomadic

Jbãb of Morocco (collected l9l8), more than half the lexemes with word-initial j are
pronounced exclusively or variably with l$1. Some 70 years later HelrH observes
sporadic use of /!/ in Tetuan.s4 While the occurrence of the affricate is restricted to
lexical loans from European languages, it is interesting to note that all the examples given
by HelrH feature j in initial position.ss Werzsre¡N reports that the tribes of the Ahl aSSimãl confederation realize word-inital j as /y/ whereas between vowels they produce a
denral sound, which is difficult to describe but lies between tþl and lzl.s6 The variant
said to occur word-medially is probably /d'l. Cn¡¡uNeAU does not observe any differential
treatment of word-initial and word-medial j among lhe Sirbãn. His informants produced
lyl in all positions.5T It should, however, be noted that at the beginning of the enquiry
session, all tribe members used the Bedouin koine form lþ1, and only switched to lyl after
a tribal chief mentioned the existence of the latter variant.Ss Interestingly, in nanative
material recorded ¡lmong the Sirþan, lhe Sardiyye and the flsã bY the present author in
1985, lyl occurs in word-initial position only.se Elsewhere /$/ is the most common
variant, but /gvl and occasional ld'l arc also heard. The two lalter forms may belong to a
common artistic repertoire.

4.2. l.Tonic prominence
A close examination of accentuation and syllabic structure with variable ã-speakers
reveals a close correlation of j with tonic prominence. Firstly, /!/ in medial position,
while of comparatively rare occurrence, always initiates the prominent syllable of the
word, as for instance in /fi l-'qura l-mu'Sãwira/ 'in the neighbouring villages'. By contrast, only /Z/ normally occurs following an accented syllable, e.g. l'bàla t-tal'húni/ 'Baja
T-Talhouni'. Secondly, j is most likely to be pronounced as an affricate if it initiates the
syllable which canies the significant pitch movement of the whole phrase.60 Compare,
for instance, the pronunciation of j in the following two strings (the tonic syllable is
underlined): /mala wa'z¡ri l-xãri'åiyyati l-bakistã'niyy/ 'with ths Pakistani foreign
minister' and /rnaîa wa'ziri xaari'!íyyati-ø/ 'with his foreign minister. Thirdly, with
speakers who regularly use the affricate in word-initial position, exceptional /ã/ occurs in
unaccented syllables. In, for instance,ialãtu l-malik'his Majesty, the king' affrication

53 Th"

5a
5

informant was M. YAKOUBI.

HeRrH. Alïricares

133.

5 HgntH

concludes that the inhabitants of Tetuan perceive initial
consonants, /d/ and /i/.

5("rvu-tzsTEl¡.¡, Sprachliches

5? c¡¡¡ïNsnu, Élu¡les I
58 clttn¡¡nnu, Études I
59 The oldest informant,

óo

/f/

as a cluster

of lwo sequential

163.

21.
25.

v¡z the paramount sheykh of the ffsri,Hijhem al-Mãtli. approx' 90 ycars of
age, consistcntly used /y/ in conversation with the author,
For a discussion of the grammalical functions of tonic syllables, see ALHALEESE, Functions.
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normally does not occur. If, however, the word containing

j

stands out strongly in the
particularly
noticeable
in constructions
pronunciation
rule.
This
is
phrase, affricate
is the
with jamf 'all': for instance /fi ta'miÎ il-4gg'ZãllãU 'in all fields'.
With variable j-speakers no pattern could be discerned with regard to prominence-

fricative pronunciation occurred in both accented and unaccented syllables.

4.2.2. Tempo
In formal contexts, phonetic accommodation is primarily a property of rapid speech, since
rapid speech differs from the normal pace ofconversation by its 'considerable laxness of
¿uticulation, i.e. lack of mobility and tenseness in the lips and tongue, because of which a
number of sounds are subject to unique changes.6l The same laxity may be observed in
relaxed normal pace conversation.ó2
Affricates combine plosion and friction as a consequence of the slow separation of
the articulating organs. In rapid speech the plosive element of [d¡] tends to be eliminated

in inirial position and the sound actually produced is a fricative.63 On the other hand, the
elimination of the brief transitional breaks which separate words or morphemes creates
consonant clusters in which lil cannot be distinguished from /!/. In order to determine
whether tempo accounts for part of tbe observed j-variation, the gross ratio of words per
minute of discourse was calculated for each recorded speech-act. The tempo varies considerably from one type of discourse to another. Whereas certain monologic programme
items have a tempo of 84 words per minute, the reading of tables and weather forecasts
sometimes have a tempo of 180 Øm. The regular occunence in Jordanian broadcasting of
ttl in daraja 'degree' and in barnamai 'programme' (often pronounced lbarnåi:mis])
should be seen as a typical exponent of tempo allegro with educated f-speakers-the
frequency of fricative pronunciation is much higher in these tabular items than with any
other word.
Turn-taking in the reading of tables and anecdotes is usually associated with fluctuations in tempo, which seem to increase the frequency of variation considerably. Tempo
phenomena are even more noticeable in extemporary formal speech-a typical example is
flukm ad-din, a weekly programme in which a high-ranking mufti of rural origin answers questions about the application of Islamic law in everyday life. All other factors
equally demanding very formal and grammatically correct speech, the mufti's constant
fìuctuations in tempo are clearly reflected in the linguistic output, including considerable
variation between the main j-variant /t/ and the secondary variant lil .
By contrast, those speakers who used /ã/ consistently or almost consistently regardless ofpotcntially constraining linguistic environments in general had a very low and even
tempo of 9G-l l0 words per minute. The same observation was made for the S-speakers

6l

JoHNsroNE, DÕsiri tlialect 252.

ó2 ll.lcgnu,
6

3

characteristics 279.

Shouftl the speaker lurthcr rcduce the physical effort of speech, the sound produced would probably be
rhe palatal glide /y/. This is exactly what happens with INCHAM's Meccan inforrnant-initial [d5l
alternares wirh lyl in rapid or informal speech, Ioc.cit. In Egyptian Delta dialects [dSl is frequently
backed to palatal [jJ in rapid speech.
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with the lowest rate of lÍ,1. Tempo constrains variation even in the environments most
favourable to change-all items containing
as are the few occurrences of ltí|.

/Sl

are, for instance, produced in tempo lento,

In some phonemic and morpho-phonemic variables the reduction of tempo to expressive, slow speech may restore forms which are regularly reduced in the normal pace of
conversation. FlelscH, for instance, observes the systematic introduction of etymological
long vowels in the dialect of the Shiite Metoali community in southern Lebanon.ø In the
broadcasting context, the occurrence of initial /!/ in the speech of certain urban newscasters seems to constitute such a restoration'

4.3. Context
The collected data indicate that four contextual factors pertaining to the discourse type
strongly influence the choice ofj-variant with speakers who variably use both the fricative and the affricate. The parameters are: (i) medium (reading/recitation vs. extemporization); (ä) participation (monologue vs. dialogue/turntaking); (äi) message forms and
(iv) topic (the Islamo-Arabic heritage vs. all other topics).
With regard to urban speakers, regular occurrence of word-initial l$l,wilh or without
a preceding ldl,lnt or lll,by urban speakers is found mainly in news broadcasts and
official communiqués. These two types of discourse differ significantly from other discourse types mainly on the supra-segmental level-not only do the patterns of syllabic
prominence differ on a few points, but tonic prominence and pausation have important
grammatical functions. Affricate pronunciation which cannot be explained by position or
phonemic conditioning may occur in any form of speech which involves turn-taking, i.e.
spontaneous conversation, drama dialogue and alternating reading of tables or anecdotes,
given that the co-locutor's speech is distinctly non-urban and features /[/ as the predominant variant of Jîm. Most items containing lþl are vemacular and constitute lexical
loans. Regardless of position, affricate pronunciation is of rare occurrence when the
speaker sits alone in the studio and reads a coherent longish text of a formal character. It
is noteworthy that narratives pefaining to the Islamo-Arabic or national heritage are not
read by urban speakers. By contrast, non-mechanical variation with non-urban speakers
is not associated with any particular type of discourse or topic.

4.4. Socio-cultural background
Socio-cultural background, i.e. the distinction between urban, rural, Bedouin or semi-Bedouin origin, was found to be the only statistically relevant social parameter. Regardless
ofeducational level and sex, native speakers of urban dialects generally retain /Z/ in all
styles, but for limited phonetic conditioning. By contrast, a majority of the rural speakers,
whether resident in urban areas or not, exhibit some kind of variation, and in the speech
of many native rural Jordanians fricative pronunciation was found to dominate. Phonemically conditioned and un-conditioned lit tlso occurs in the speech of the few Bedouin
speakers but remains marginal.

ó4 FLglscll,

Études 315-31ó.
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5. Summary and Conclusions
The collected data and the evidence from other dialects conñrm that urban speakers are
remarkably loyal to their dialectal stereotype in all contexts. By contrast, rural lfl is found
to be receding in favour of/ä/ in all styles. This change occurs partly in response to strong

external pressure from urban dialects, partly because of the basic instability of the
affricate. Situational dialect levelling is more or less unidirectional. Although /g'l is the
prescribed variant for Koran recitations, the sound the broadcasters actually produce
when reciting or quoting the Koran texts is

l$l

and sporadic

/Í/.

The tendency to eliminate the plosive element of fi/ is strôngest preceding dental
stops. Certain individuals display a strong tendency to assimilate Jîm by de-affricatization to preceding palato-alveolar fricatives with or without an intermediary vowel. The
pronunciation of Jîmis not influenced by contact with post-palatal consonants. In rapid
speech the initial plosive is frequently eliminated between any vowels, or between semivowel and vowel. The possibly constraining influence of the vocalic environment needs
to be further investigated. With urban speakers the use of /[/ does not seem to be determined by the consonantal environment but by position and stress.
'With
respect to the pronunciation of.¡, the inhabitants of the area are thus divided
into six basic groups:

)
2)
3)
I

individuals who do not have lll ln any environment,
individuals who only have llt preceding labial, dento-alveolar and palalo-alveolar consonants,
preceding the aforementioned consonants and following palatoindividuals who produce

/l

alveolar fricatives,
individuals in whose speech
individuals in whose speech

4)
5)
6) individuals

/l/
/p

is in apparent free variation with /p,
co-occurs with /ã/ in initial position, and

who only use/Í/.

The division cuts across sex, education, residence and occupation, but apparently not
speakers, all well over 65, invariably used /S/. Groups I to 4

age-the three oldest rural

clearly represent different stages in the response ofrural dialects to external pressure from
urban communities, a pressure which is exerted by many means, including mass communications. The regression of lþl among the non-urban population occurs independently
of the phoneme lel (CA /q/), which is still firmly rooted in all individual basilects. This
situation is comparable with the state of Bedouin dialects in northern Israel as described
by Rosenhouse,65 Groups 5 and 6 represent 'urbanized' or totally urban grammars. A
documentation of the claim that the older (Muslim?) generation of Damascus retain affricate pronunciation of word-initial "/¡¡z would prove that the linguistic state represented
by group 5 can be maintained for a very long time, perhaps for several hundred years.
The discovery that the palatal affricate (or released plosive) /gvl remains the only
officially sanctioned pronunciation of Jîmin all major tajwîdtraditions in the Middle
East and North Africa and the Sudan is of paramount importance for the historic linguistics of the region, regardless of how many speakers are actually aware of its existence and
manage to produce it. The occurrence of /gvl represents a continuous tradition, which con-

ó5 RosguHouse,
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nects present-day tajwid instructors with Sibawayh. Much as is the case todây, the
palatal affricate is likely to have been an acquhed pronunciation, though not totally foreign
to the citizens of the Abbasid caliphate. Numerous features current today in modern
Arabic vernaculars are attested in papyri from before A.H. 300/4.D. 912, which suggests
that after the politically and demographically turbulent first century the different variants
of spoken Arabic were more or less static. It is, therefore, reasonable to believe that the
main dialectal variant ofj in Baghdad, Basra and Kufa in the eighth century is identical
with the variant used in most Mesopotamian dialects today, viz. the palato-alveolar affricative /$1. At any rate, the historical change ã > !, postulated by K,arvn, seems extremely
unlikely in the light of the current state of j in Jordan.66 If, as is assumed, HA did not
possess any other affricate-type phoneme than palatal lgvl, thete \ras no need for
Sibawayh to differentiate an affricate palato-alveolar from a fricative one, whence the
description 'Jim that is like Jin'. If this is the case, lgl 'the Jîm that is like pdl is
likely to be a hyper-correction. Since /g!/ is not a pure affricate, untrained mediaeval
speakers may have perceived it as the voiced counterpartof lql, which would explain the
unique spelling Jl.h."+ 'treasurer (90/91 A.H) for the more usual JtL*i, as well as the

j¡rJ and dql n. pr. hom., and between 6¡* and Ut-te ditto.67 It
is, however, equally possible that the variation described by Sibawayh reflects an

fluctuation between

intermediary stage in a historical change gy > !, which was completed some generations
later. This hypothetical stage is comparable with allophonic variation in contemporary
Meccan speech, in which /gvl occurs before alveo-dental /, n and z, /Z/ occurs before
dental stops, and lþl elsewhere. By the mid-tenth century, when Ibn Sina wrote ?asbãb
hudüt al-hurÍf, ftvl would definitely have disappeared from the dialect. For unknown
reasons, the phoneme did not undergo further change in the Mesopotamian and peninsular
dialects, whereas in North Africa and most sedentary dialects in Greater Syria li.l eventually replaced

{/

altogether.

66 Knvs, þ.ümt

63.

67 cf. Hopr¡NS,

Sruclies 35 s132.
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